
  
 
 

 
proAV | Assistant Systems Engineer   September 2021 

Job Title: Assistant Systems Engineer  
Location: Egham 
 
Role Overview 
 
Based at our Egham offices, the correct individual will work as part of a hybrid 
team, comprising of Rack Build & Off-Site commissioning team, providing proAV® 
with first line assistance for build as well as in house test and quality assurance 
validation services of the various devices. 
 
The role involves and is not limited to administrative, technical and logistical 
works.   
 

 

 
Key Responsibilities 

 
 Liaison with other internal departments  

 Assist the Rack Build team to load equipment into the racks, following the system specific 
schematics, ensuring good ventilation and access for equipment 

 Undertake rack cable testing to ensure all cabling terminations are correct and the cables 
function in the desired manner, highlighting any cable issue back to the build team 

 Undertaking any product software or firmware updates to ensure they are on the latest for 
operation 

 Physically setup elements of systems as per the system specific schematics in preparation 
for any offsite staging  

 Represent the company with the necessary level of professional conduct and presentation  

 
Desirable Skills 

 
 Fully physically fit and with the ability to rig and de-rig systems 

 An Electronic or electrical understanding would benefit but is not essential  

 A hunger to continually learn, improve and grow your knowledge in an industry which 
demands this 

 Comfortably able to work in a fast paced and busy collaborative environment  
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 Competent level of computer literacy 

 Able to work as part of a team and share information accordingly   

 Good communication skills both verbal and written 

 Ability to work to the highest quality standards with attention to detail ensuring that we 
complete our work thoroughly, never walking away from a problem 

 

Further Details 
 
Salary: Dependant on experience 

Reporting to: Production & Offsite Commissioning Manager  

Department: Projects 

Hours: Full-time, 40 hours per week, flexibility required 

 
Equal Opportunities 
 

proAV are an equal opportunities employer, committed to promoting diversity and inclusion in 
the workplace and for job applicants, and are encouraged regardless of age, disability, gender 
identity, marital or civil partnership status, pregnancy or maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, 
or sexual orientation. We aim to create a working environment in which all individuals can make 
best use of their skills, free from discrimination or harassment, and that we understand, 
recognise, respect and value differences so that all decisions are based upon merit. 

The principals of non-discrimination and equality of opportunity, diversity and inclusion also 
apply to the way in which we treat visitors, clients, customers, suppliers, and workers. 

 
Contact 
 
Ash Searle 

Recruitment & Deployment Managerr 

 

e: recruitment@proAV.com 

t: 01784 487000 

 
 

 


